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Abstract: We calculate for the rst time the electric dipole moment (EDM) of the
deuteron, 3H, and 3He nuclei generated by the one-meson exchange CP-odd nuclear force
in the standard model. The eective jSj = 1 four-quark operators are matched to the
jSj = 1 standard model processes involving the CP phase of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix at the electroweak scale and run down to the hadronic scale  = 1 GeV
according to the renormalization group evolution in the next-to-leading logarithmic or-
der. At the hadronic scale, the hadron matrix elements are modeled in the factorization
approach. We then obtain the one-meson (pion, eta meson, and kaon) exchange CP-odd
nuclear force, which is the combination of the jSj = 1 meson-baryon vertices which issue
from the penguin operator and the hyperon-nucleon transition. From this CP-odd nuclear
force, the nuclear EDM is calculated with the realistic Argonne v18 interaction and the
CP-odd nuclear force using the Gaussian expansion method. It is found that the EDMs
of light nuclear systems are of order O(10 31)e cm. We also estimate the standard model
contribution to other hadronic CP violating observables such as the EDMs of 6Li, 9Be
nuclei, and the atomic EDMs of 129Xe, 199Hg, 211Rn, and 225Ra generated through the
nuclear Schi moment. We then analyze the source of theoretical uncertainties and show
some possible ways to overcome them.
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1 Introduction
One of the most promising experimental approaches to discover the CP violation beyond
the standard model (SM) is the measurement of the electric dipole moment (EDM) [1{11].
The CP violation beyond SM has long been required to explain the matter excess over the
antimatter of the Universe [12{14].
To unveil the CP violation of the new physics through the EDM, the SM contribution
must be known. The SM eect, generated by the CP phase of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix [15], is generally very small for the EDM, and this fact makes one
of the attractive feature of the EDM as an experimental probe. The EDM of elementary
particles in the SM is suppressed due to the GIM mechanism [16]. The quark EDM appears
only from the 3-loop level [17{20] with the estimated value for the light quark dq  10 35e
cm, and the charged lepton EDM from the 4-loop level [21, 22] with de  10 41e cm for

















For hadronic systems, the situation is more involved. We have to note that the hadronic
EDM receives contribution from the single quark EDM and also from the CP violating
many-body interactions. For the neutron EDM, the eect of the quark EDM are found
to be subleading, and the long range pion loop contribution [31{33] as well as the higher
dimensional many-quark operator process [34] are thought to be dominant.
As a more complicated system, we have the nucleus. Recently, new technology to
measure the nuclear EDM using the storage ring is being developed [10, 35{40]. The most
attractive feature of the nuclear EDM measurement using storage rings is its prospective
sensitivity which may reach O(10 29)e cm. This approach is much more sensitive on the
hadronic CP violation than the extensively studied atomic EDM [23, 27{30], where the
hadronic CP-odd eect is screened by the atomic electrons [4, 41]. Moreover, it has been
shown in a recent paper that the nuclear many-body eect enhances the EDM for light
nuclei [42]. The nuclear EDM is thus one of the main target of the next generation search
for the CP violation of new physics beyond SM. Many theoretical investigations of the EDM
of light nuclei were done in this context [42{60]. The determination of the SM background
is therefore of crucial importance.
The SM contribution to the nuclear EDM was discussed many times in the past. The
rst attempt was done in ref. [61] (see also refs. [62, 63]), where the penguin diagram [64,
65] was considered in the simple factorization approach, and it was found that the pion
pole signicantly enhances the nuclear EDM. But subsequently, it was pointed in ref. [66]
that this enhancement cancels due to additional contributions from the chiral condensate,
respecting the chiral symmetry. The most recent analysis has investigated the CP-odd
nuclear force in the chiral approach, by introducing the CP violation of the CKM matrix as
a phase of the weak spurion of the chiral SU(3) group [67]. There the CP-odd nuclear force
was given as a contact nucleon-nucleon interaction. The simple dimensional estimation of
the nuclear EDM yields dA  O(s4G2FJ3QCD)  10 32e cm, where J = (3:06+0:21 0:20) 10 5
is the Jarlskog invariant [68, 69].
Since then, the nuclear EDM was long thought to be small, and its value has never
been seriously questioned. In the mean time, there was a signicant development on how to
treat the avor changing CP violation of the CKM matrix in the context of its search in the
K and B meson decays, especially in the perturbative treatment of the renormalization
group evolution [70{84]. There it was argued that the eect of the penguin diagram is
suciently enhanced in the next-to-leading logarithmic order at low energy scale [73].
As another signicant progress, we have the ab initio calculations of the EDM of
light nuclei [42, 44, 47, 49, 51, 53, 54]. The authors have previously shown that the few-
body calculations using the Gaussian expansion method [85, 86] work well in the ab initio
evaluation of the nuclear EDM [42]. The Gaussian expansion method is a framework
which can solve the Schrodinger equation of few-body systems, and has been successful
in describing many systems of many elds [87{103]. Due to the avor change in the CP
violation of the CKM matrix, the nuclear EDM in the SM is generated by the CP-odd
nuclear force with strange hadrons in the intermediate state. The nuclear EDM with kaon
exchange CP-odd nuclear force has never been evaluated previously. This problem can be

















From the above arguments, the evaluation of the nuclear EDM in the SM seems quite
timely. In this work, we therefore predict the nuclear EDM of the deuteron, 3H, and 3He
within the SM. We also estimate the EDM of other nuclear systems. Let us recapitu-
late the important improvements which will be evaluated in our calculation. First, the
renormalization group evolution of the jSj = 1 four-quark operators will be calculated.
This short range strong interaction eect is very important to consider because the Wilson
coecients of the penguin operators are enhanced by more than an order of magnitude
when we move from the electroweak scale to the hadronic scale. Next, we establish the
formulae of the P, CP-odd nuclear couplings when the strangeness is shifted in the interme-
diate states. The derivation of the CP-odd nuclear force with several pseudoscalar mesons
in the factorization approach is given for the rst time. Within the factorization model,
our calculation suggests an enhancement for the kaon exchange CP-odd nuclear coupling,
due to the large value of the isoscalar nucleon scalar density (pion-nucleon sigma term).
Finally, the importance of this K meson exchange CP violation motivates us to evaluate
for the rst time the EDM of light nuclei in the presence of this CP-odd nuclear force
in the Gaussian expansion method. This contribution has never been evaluated beyond
the contact interaction approximation. As the pion exchange eect is large at the nuclear
level, those two meson exchange processes may be of the same order of magnitude, and
the accurate evaluation of the relative size is therefore crucial. It is also important to note
that those procedures can also be applied to the analysis of models beyond SM with avor
violation, although we do not do it in this work.
This paper is organized as follows. We rst match the eective jSj = 1 four-quark
interactions to the elementary level perturbative processes at the electroweak scale, and
run them down to the hadronic scale using the renormalization group equation. We then
calculate the hadron level eective jSj = 1 interaction in the factorization approach,
and derive the pion, eta meson, and kaon exchange CP-odd nuclear forces within chiral
symmetry-inspired model. From the obtained CP-odd nuclear force, we calculate the EDM
of the deuteron, 3H, and 3He using the Gaussian expansion method. For that, we consider
the K meson exchange CP-odd nuclear force for the rst time. We also estimate the EDM
of 6Li, 9Be nuclei, and the nuclear Schi moment contribution to the EDM of several
atoms within the pion exchange CP-odd nuclear force. After presenting the result of our
calculation, we analyze the sources of theoretical uncertainties, and the way to overcome
them in the future. We nally summarize the discussion.
2 Calculation of the nuclear EDM
2.1 The renormalization of the jSj = 1 four-quark interactions
In this section, we derive the eective jSj = 1 four-quark interactions renormalized at
the hadronic scale starting from the elementary particle level physics. The derivation
follows ref. [73] in which the renormalization of the jSj = 1 four-quark interaction in the
next-to-leading logarithmic approximation was discussed.
2.1.1 Matching of the elementary level process at  = mW
We rst match the jSj = 1 SM processes involving the CP phase of the CKM matrix with
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Figure 1. QCD corrections to the jSj = 1 W boson exchange diagram. The solid lines indicate
the quarks. Other diagrams with the up-down or left-right reections also contribute.
W
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Figure 2. The gluonic penguin diagram. The solid lines denote the quarks.
80:385  0:015 GeV [68]. The SM contributions to the jSj = 1 four-quark processes are
given in gures 1 and 2. In this perturbative evaluation, the strong coupling s must be
xed at the scale  = mW = 80:385 GeV. We have used s(mZ) = 0:1185 as input [68], and
found s(mW ) = 0:01208 after two-loop level renormalization [104]. The top quark mass
in the MS scheme mt = 160 GeV is xed for theories below the scale  = mt. It should be
noted that the top quark mass must be renormalized in the MS scheme, to be consistent
with the scheme of the renormalization group evolution adopted in this work [105].
The jSj = 1 eective hamiltonian we want to match is
He( = mW ) = GFp
2
(





















Ci( = mW )Qi
)
+ h:c:; (2.1)
where Vqq0 are the CKM matrix elements and GF = 1:16637  10 5GeV 2 is the Fermi
constant [68]. The S =  1 four-quark operator basis is given by [73, 77, 79]
Qq1 = s
(1  5)q  q(1  5)d; (2.2)
Qq2 = s






















Figure 3. QCD corrections to the jSj = 1 eective four-quark interaction. The solid lines and
the curly lines denote the quarks and the gluons, respectively. The white double blobs give the
















q(1 + 5)q; (2.7)
where  and  are the color indices of the fundamental representation. At the scale
 = mW , the number of active avors is Nf = 5. In this work, we do not consider the
electroweak penguin contributions which require additional operators [74{76].
To match the amplitude of the diagrams of gures 1 and 2 with the amplitude generated
by the eective hamiltonian (2.1) consistently in the order of s, we also have to consider
the QCD corrections to the latter. The QCD corrections are given in gure 3. We see that
the operators Q3, Q4, Q5, and Q6 are generated by the penguin diagram (see gure 2) with
the top quark.
After matching, we obtain the following Wilson coecients to the next-to-leading order
jSj = 1 four-quark interaction:
C( = mW ) 
0BBBBBBB@
C1( = mW )
C2( = mW )
C3( = mW )
C4( = mW )
C5( = mW )


















































x2t (15  16xt + 4x2t )
6(1  xt)4 lnxt +
xt(18  11xt   x2t )
12(1  xt)3 ; (2.9)




. Note that the Wilson coecients depend on the renormalization scheme.
Here we have adopted the naive dimensional regularization scheme. We see that the co-
ecient of the operator Q2 is the largest, due to the tree level contribution. The Wilson
coecients of eq. (2.8) give the initial condition for the renormalization group evolution.
2.1.2 Renormalization of four-quark interactions down to the hadronic scale
We now run the jSj = 1 four-quark interactions down to the hadronic scale  = 1 GeV
according to the renormalization group evolution in the next-to-leading logarithmic or-
der [73, 77]. The evolution of the Wilson coecients in the change of the renormalization
point can be written as
d
d ln
C() = ^T (s)C(); (2.10)





with Z the renormalization factor (matrix) relating the bare and renormalized Wilson
coecients, as C(0) = ZC(). By integrating (2.10) and applying the initial condition at
the scale 0 = mW , given by eq. (2.8), we obtain
C() = U^(; 0 = mW )C(0 = mW ); (2.12)
where







with the QCD coupling g  p4s. The anomalous dimension matrix and the beta







+    ; (2.14)






+    ; (2.15)
where we take only the rst two terms in the next-to-leading logarithmic order. The
coecients of the beta function 0 = 11   23Nf and 1 = 102   383 Nf are well known for
Nc = 3. The anomalous dimension matrices ^
(0) and ^(1), also depending on Nf , are given
in appendix A.
The calculation of the evolution of the eective hamiltonian (2.1) needs care, since the
matching changes its form after crossing each quark mass threshold. The evolution of the
Wilson coecient array down to the hadronic scale mb >  > mc is given by

















Here U^Nf is the running matrix with the active number of avor Nf , calculated at the
next-to-leading order [73]. When we cross the scale  = mb = 4:18 GeV [68], the bottom
quark becomes inactive and Nf changes from 5 to 4. There we have to match the eective
theory with Nf = 5 to that Nf = 4, where the penguin operators Q3, Q4, Q5, and Q6
are changed. The matching is systematically achieved by multiplying the quark threshold
matching matrix R^. The explicit expressions of the matrices U^Nf and R^ are given in
appendix A. For the scale above the charm quark mass  > mc, the evolution of the four-
quark operators Qu1 and Q
c
1 is described by a common Wilson coecient (the same remark
applies for Qu2 and Q
c
2). Let us show the Wilson coecients for  = 2 GeV, which is a
renormalization point often used:










At the scale lower than  = mc = 1:275 GeV [68], the eective jSj = 1 four-quark






[~zi() +  ~yi()]Qi() + h:c:; (2.18)
where     V tsVtdV usVud . Below  = mc, we have Q1 = Q
u
1 and Q2 = Q
u
2 . The Wilson
coecients ~zi are given by














where ~F (mc) =  23C2(mc) in the naive dimensional regularization [76]. The array of the
above equation is the result of the matching at the scale of charm quark mass. The rst
two Wilson coecients issue from the standard renormalization group evolution, since the
operators Qu1 and Q
u





integrated out for  < mc. Therefore penguin operators are generated due to the lower
diagrams of gure 3, and the Wilson coecients ~zi (i = 3  6) become nonzero. Here we
have used the CKM unitarity











































Figure 4. The behavior of the Wilson coecients ~z1 and ~z2 for the scale below the charm quark
mass. The red vertical line denotes the hadronic renormalization scale ( = 1 GeV) we have chosen.
The Wilson coecients ~yi at  = mc receive contribution from the Wilson coecients
evolved from the initial penguin operators at  = mW [last line of eq. (2.1)], and from the
integration of the charm quark at  = mc, due to the last term of the CKM unitarity (2.20).
Their expression at the scale  < mc is explicitly given by
~yi() = ~vi()  ~zi(); (2.21)
where
~v() = U^3(;mc)R^ U^4(mc;mb)R^ U^5(mb;mW )C( = mW ): (2.22)
We can remark that the Wilson coecients ~y1 and ~y2 are vanishing.
After running numerically the initial Wilson coecients ~yi and ~zi down to  = 1 GeV,
we obtain



















The behavior of the most important coecients ~z1, ~z2, ~y5, and ~y6 are shown in gures 4
and 5.
We must not forget to multiply the operator correction matrix to these arrays to cancel
the renormalization scheme dependence. The correction matrix is given in appendix A.
After the correction, we get





























































Figure 5. The behavior of the Wilson coecients ~y5 and ~y6 for the scale below the charm quark
mass. The red vertical line denotes the hadronic renormalization scale ( = 1 GeV) we have chosen.
Note that the modication due to the correction matrix is not small at the hadronic scale.
In this work, it is important to know the values of both arrays of Wilson coecients zi
and yi, because we nally have to take their product to form the Jarlskog invariant [69],
the leading constant of the CP violation of the CKM matrix. The values of z2 and y6 will
be of particular interest in our analysis, since they give the leading contribution to the
relevant hadron level eective interaction. We see that through the renormalization from
the weak scale  = mW down to the hadronic scale  = 1 GeV, ~y6 is enhanced by about
40 times. The enhancement of the Wilson coecient of Q6 is due to the next-to-leading
logarithmic contribution [73]. This fact signalizes that the analysis of the renormalization
group evolution is indispensable in the evaluation of the SM CP violation at low energy.
2.2 P, CP-odd nuclear force
Now that we have the jSj = 1 eective four-quark interaction at the hadronic scale
( = 1 GeV), we have to construct the hadron level eective theory and and derive the
CP-odd nuclear force. It is implicitly assumed that the hadron level eective theory below
the hadronic scale does not run much. As seen previously, the leading CP violation of the
CKM matrix manifests itself through the Jarlskog invariant. We therefore have to combine
the jSj = 1 hadron level eective interactions which issue from the two terms of eq. (2.18)
to obtain CP-violating processes.
In considering the CP-odd nuclear force, we neglect the contribution from vector meson
exchange, since mesons heavier than the  meson have small eect on the nuclear EDM [44,
49]. Moreover, we neglect the appearance of excitations of hyperons, for which the energy
required to obtain them is much higher than that of the octet hyperons. Under those
conditions, the only allowed leading order processes to generate the CP-odd nuclear force
are the one-pion, one-eta meson, and one-kaon exchange N   N interactions, shown in
gures 6 and 7, respectively. There is also an additional diagram with a transition from 
(or ) to K meson, but this contribution is known to be small [67]. The CP-odd nuclear
force is thus a combination of jSj = 1 eective meson-baryon interactions and jSj = 1



























Figure 6. The CP-odd nuclear force generated by the one-pion (or  meson) exchange jSj = 1










Figure 7. The CP-odd nuclear force generated by the one-kaon exchange jSj = 1 processes. The
grey blobs denote the hadron level weak vertices.
2.2.1 jSj = 1 meson-baryon vertex in the factorization approximation
We calculate the hadron matrix elements of the jSj = 1 meson-baryon vertex. They are
obtained using the factorization approach, with the vacuum saturation approximation and
the partially conserved axial vector current (PCAC) assertions.
In the factorization approach, the jSj = 1 four-quark operators Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4
generate vector meson-baryon vertices or light pseudoscalar meson vertices with a factor
of light quark mass. Their eect is therefore small. Sizable jSj = 1 meson-baryon
interactions have to be generated by the right-handed penguin operators Q5 and Q6 so as
to obtain a pseudoscalar quark bilinear which will become the interpolating eld of a light















s(1 + 5)q q(1  5)d; (2.26)
where ta is the generator of the color SU(3)c group. The second term of Q5 does not
contribute to the meson-baryon vertex, since the color octet asymptotic states cannot exist
due to the color connement.
To obtain meson-baryon vertices in the factorization approach, one of the two quark
bilinears of eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) must be considered as an interpolating operator of the
pseudoscalar meson. Therefore, at least one of the quark bilinears must have a pseudoscalar
bilinear q5q
0. The contribution from the four-quark operators with two pseudoscalar quark

















condensate, owing to the chiral symmetry [66]. The jSj = 1 meson-baryon vertices are
thus generated by the four-quark operators involving only one pseudoscalar bilinear, like
s5q  qd and sq  q5d. By writing explicitly the relevant terms of the eective hamilto-



















s5u  ud  su  u5d+ s5d  dd  sd  d5d+ s5s  sd  ss  s5d
o
+(h:c:): (2.27)
The terms with the CKM matrix elements V usVud will not be important, since the largest
contribution of V usVud are brought by the Q2 operator through the hyperon-nucleon inter-
action. In this subsubsection, we neglect terms with V usVud.
The factorization of the jSj = 1 four-quark operators works as [9, 112{119]








with the pseudoscalar mesons m, m0 and baryons B, B0. Terms of the second line cancel
in the avor SU(3) for light quarks [118]. The factorization method with the vacuum
saturation approximation was rst used in the calculation of the strangeness changing
K0  K0 mixing [120, 121]. The theoretical uncertainty due to the use of vacuum saturation
hypothesis should be O(100%) [112, 113].
The hadron level eective jSj = 1 meson-baryon interaction we want to calculate is
LP=mBB0 = gK pnK+ pn+ g K0ppK0 pp+ g K0nnK0nn
+g+0p





It is to be noted that the above interaction is parity violating. The coupling constants are
expressed in terms of matrix elements to which the vacuum saturation approximation was
applied:
gK pn = GyhK pjs5u  udjni  GyhK js5uj0ihpjudjni; (2.30)
g K0pp = Gyh K0pjs5d  ddjpi  Gyh K0js5dj0ihpj ddjpi; (2.31)
g K0nn = Gyh K0njs5d  ddjni  Gyh K0js5dj0ihnj ddjni; (2.32)
g+0p =  Gyh+0jsu  u5djpi   Gyh+ju5dj0ih0jsujpi; (2.33)

















g00n =  Gyh00jsd  d5djni   Gyh0j d5dj0ih0jsdjni; (2.35)
g+p =  Gyh+jsu  u5djpi   Gyh+ju5dj0ihjsujpi; (2.36)
g0n =  Gyh0jsd  d5djni   Gyh0j d5dj0ihjsdjni; (2.37)
g+p = Gyh+jsd  (s5s  d5d)jpi  Gyhjs5s  d5dj0ih+jsdjpi; (2.38)
g0n = Gyh0jsd  (s5s  d5d)jni  Gyhjs5s  d5dj0ih0jsdjni; (2.39)
gn = Gyhjsd  (s5s  d5d)jni  Gyhjs5s  d5dj0ihjsdjni; (2.40)







3y5( = 1 GeV) + 2y6( = 1 GeV)

[see eq. (2.24)]. From the above
formulae of the CP-odd couplings, we can have a rough idea that the terms of the four-
quark interaction hamiltonian (2.27) with s5d contribute to the CP-odd kaon-exchange
nuclear force, and those with sd to the CP-odd pion-exchange (or -exchange) nuclear
force. In this sense, it is very important to note that the sign of the terms with s5d and
those with sd are opposite in eq. (2.27), since this fact controls the relative sign between
the contributions from the CP-odd pion (or ) and kaon exchange nuclear forces.
The pseudoscalar matrix element hmjq05qj0i appearing after applying the vac-
uum saturation approximation can be transformed to the chiral condensate using the
PCAC reduction
hcjOi ji  i
f
hj [Oi; Qc5] ji ; (2.41)
where Qc5 
R
dx (Jc5)0(x) is the axial charge. The PCAC reductions of the required
pseudoscalar matrix elements are collected in appendix B.
The baryon scalar densities hBjq 0q00jNi cannot be transformed further, and are input
parameters in this discussion. For the kaon creating/annihilating process, the nucleon
matrix elements hpj ddjpi, hnj ddjni, and hpjudjni are needed. Those are calculable from the
data of the pion-nucleon sigma term and the proton-neutron mass dierence. From the




hN juu+ ddjNi = 45 MeV: (2.42)
The results of lattice QCD calculations are also in agreement with this value [130{142].
The up and down quark masses at the hadronic scale  = 1 GeV are mu = 2:9 MeV
and md = 6:0 MeV, respectively. Those masses were obtained through the two-loop level
renormalization group evolution [104, 143], with the initial conditions mu = 2:3 MeV and
md = 4:8 MeV at the scale  = 2 GeV (Particle Data Group) [68]. The isoscalar nucleon
scalar density is then given by
hN juu+ ddjNi = 10; (2.43)
at  = 1 GeV. Note that this value is quite large compared with other baryon scalar matrix
elements, which are introduced below.
To obtain hpj ddjpi, hnj ddjni, and hpjudjni, the information of the isovector nucleon ma-
trix element is needed. The isovector nucleon scalar matrix element is given by [9, 144{147]
hpjudjni = hpjuu  ddjpi = m
(0)
n  m(0)p





















p are the proton and neutron masses without electromagnetic con-
tribution. The rst equality follows from isospin symmetry. The electromagnetic con-
tribution has been calculated in ref. [148], yielding Mp n = 1:04  0:11 MeV. The
proton-neutron mass dierence without electromagnetic eect is thus m
(0)
n   m(0)p =
1:2933322 0:0000004 + 1:04 0:11 = 2:33 0:11 MeV, where the rst term is the physical
proton-neutron mass splitting [68, 149]. At the hadronic scale  = 1 GeV, the isovector
nucleon scalar matrix elements are then
hpjudjni = hpjuu  ddjpi = 0:74; (2.45)
where we have again used the renormalized up and down quark masses at  = 1 GeV.
Here the isospin symmetry was assumed. The strange content of the nucleon hN jssjNi are
known to be smaller than the light quark contribution from lattice QCD calculations [133{
135, 137{139, 141, 150{156] and from phenomenology [157, 158], so we neglect it.
For the pion and eta creating/annihilating processes, the values of the hyperon scalar
transition matrix elements hjsujpi, hjsdjni, h0jsujpi, h0jsdjni, and h+jsdjpi are re-
quired. The matrix elements involving , renormalized at the scale  = 1 GeV, are given by


















and those involving 's by
h0jsujpi = mN  mp
2ms
=  1:50; (2.48)
h0jsdjni = m  mNp
2ms
= 1:50; (2.49)
h+jsdjpi = mN  m
ms
=  2:12; (2.50)
where we have used the isospin symmetry. The strange quark mass at the hadronic scale
 = 1 GeV is ms = 120 MeV. As for the up and down quark masses, we have again
used the two-loop level renormalization group evolution [104, 143], with the initial value
ms = 95 MeV at  = 2 GeV [68]. The baryon masses are m = 1115 MeV and m =
1193 MeV [68].
The couplings constants of the P-odd meson-baryon interactions
LP=mBB0 = gmBB0m BB0 + (h:c:); (2.51)




h0jqq + ssj0ihpjudjni; (2.52)
g K0pp = iGy
1p
2fK

















g K0nn = iGy
1p
2fK






























h0jqq + 2ssj0ih0jsdjni; (2.61)
gn =  iGy 1p
3f
h0jqq + 2ssj0ihjsdjni; (2.62)
where f = 93 MeV, fK = 1:198f, and f  f8 = 1:2f [68]. Here the chiral condensates
issue from the PCAC reduction of the pseudoscalar matrix elements hmjq05qj0i. The chiral
condensate is also a renormalization dependent quantity. Its explicit expression is given by
the Gell-Mann Oakes-Renner relation






=  (265 MeV)3 ( = 1 GeV): (2.63)
We see that the quark masses in the denominator bring the scale dependence. The strange
chiral condensate h0jssj0i has a value comparable to the light quark condensate h0jqqj0i.
Recently, the lattice QCD calculation has obtained [159]
h0jssj0i = (1:08 0:16) h0jqqj0i; (2.64)
which is larger than the previous estimates based on QCD sum rules, predicting ratios
smaller than one [160, 161]. In this work, we assume h0jqqj0i  h0jssj0i which is well
enough within the accuracy required in this work.
2.2.2 Hyperon-nucleon transition
We now turn to the derivation of the hyperon-nucleon transition in the factorization ap-
proach. The hyperon-nucleon transition was studied in the context of the nonleptonic
hyperon decay [65, 92, 162{174]. The general form of the hyperon-nucleon transition la-
grangian relevant in this work is given by
LY N = ap+ p+ + an0 n0 + apn + (h:c:): (2.65)
As we have mentioned in the beginning of the section, we neglect the excited baryon























Figure 8. Schematic picture of the hyperon-nucleon transition from the S = 1 four-quark
interactions (grey blob) in the factorization approach. The quark loop of the right gure (b) denotes
the quark chiral condensate.
In the factorization approach, the jSj = 1 four-quark interactions have two distinct
contributions to the hyperon-nucleon transition (see gure 8). The rst one is the contri-
bution from the quark-quark interaction [gure 8 (a)]. This cannot be calculated using the
chiral techniques. In this work, we use the result of ref. [92], where the matrix elements
of the hyperon-nucleon transition are calculated in the nonrelativistic constituent quark
model. There the nonrelativistically reduced operator QNR2 = Q2 =  Q1 was consid-
ered,1 and the penguin operators were neglected. The explicit expressions of the transition
couplings in terms of the quark-quark interaction are
ap+(q   q) = VusV ud
GFp
2
(z1   z2)hpjQNR2 j+i; (2.66)
an0(q   q) = VusV ud
GFp
2
(z1   z2)hnjQNR2 j0i; (2.67)
an(q   q) = VusV ud
GFp
2
(z1   z2)hnjQNR2 ji; (2.68)
with the hyperon-nucleon transition matrix elements [92]
hpjQNR2 j+i = 2:76 10 2GeV3; (2.69)
hnjQNR2 j0i =  1:95 10 2GeV3; (2.70)
hnjQNR2 ji =  9:65 10 3GeV3: (2.71)
For the second line, we have used the isospin symmetry hnjQNR2 j0i =   1p2hpjQNR2 j+i.
The Wilson coecients z1 and z2 are renormalized at  = 1 GeV [see eq. (2.24)].
The second contribution of the jSj = 1 four-quark interactions to the hyperon-
nucleon transition in the factorization approach is the one-body process [gure 8 (b)].
This contribution is proportional to the chiral condensate, and are only generated by the
right-handed penguin operators Q5 and Q6. The explicit expression is given as








hpjsdj+ih0j dd+ ssj0i; (2.72)








hnjsdj0ih0j dd+ ssj0i; (2.73)

























hnjsdj0ih0j dd+ ssj0i: (2.74)
As the Wilson coecients of the right-handed penguin operators (Q5, and Q6) are much
smaller than that of Q2 [see eq. (2.24)], the one-body process is subleading.
We must also note that the hyperon-nucleon transition receives contribution from the
Wilson coecients yi (i = 3; 4; 5; 6) (coecients of V

tsVtd). In this case, the hyperon-
nucleon transition matrix elements for the penguin operators Q3, Q4, Q5, and Q6 are
needed, but those are so far unknown. This eect is however subleading, since they do not
involve the largest Wilson coecient z2 in the P-odd jSj = 1 meson-baryon vertex. In
this work, we therefore neglect it.
2.2.3 CP-odd nuclear force with pion-, - and kaon-exchange
Now that we have the expressions for the meson-baryon interaction and the hyperon-
nucleon transition, we can combine them to form the CP-odd nuclear force. By combining
the jSj = 1 meson-baryon interactions with pion elds of eq. (2.29) and the hyperon-
nucleon transition lagrangian of eq. (2.65), we obtain the following CP-odd pion-nucleon
interaction in the charge base















































with z1, z2, y5, and y6 renormalized at  = 1 GeV, and







For the charged pion-nucleon interaction g+np, we have only considered the real part which
contributes to the CP-violation. The CP-odd pion-nucleon interaction is often expressed
































where the implicit sum over the isospin index a was taken. It is therefore practical to convert
the CP-odd nuclear force from the charge base to the isospin base. This is achieved just













where we have to take the inverse of the matrix A given by
A =





We show here the explicit value of the CP-odd pion-nucleon couplings in the SM:
g
(0)
NN =  1:1 10 17; (2.82)
g
(1)
NN =  1:3 10 17; (2.83)
g
(2)
NN = 3:3 10 21: (2.84)
We now give the one-pion exchange CP-odd nuclear force. It has been studied and
used in many previous works [42{44, 49, 51, 54]. The CP-odd one-pion exchange nuclear
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2   1  2)   rY(r)

; (2.85)
where we denote the Yukawa function by Y(r) = e mr4r , with the pion mass m =
138 MeV. The spin and isospin notations are    1   2, +  1 + 2,    1   2,
and +  1 + 2. The coupling constants of the CP-odd nuclear force with their explicit
values are given by
G(0)   gNN g(0)NN = 1:6 10 16; (2.86)
G(1)   gNN g(1)NN = 1:8 10 16; (2.87)
G(2)  gNN g(2)NN = 4:7 10 20: (2.88)
Note the sign change for the isoscalar and isovector couplings due to the dierence of
conventions [5, 43] [see the minus sign in front of the pion-nucleon coupling in eq. (C.6)
of appendix C]. We have adopted gNN = 14:11  0:20 for the value of the standard
pion-nucleon coupling [177].
The derivation of the eta-exchange CP-odd nuclear force is done in the same way as
that for the pion-exchange process. The following CP-odd eta-nucleon interaction in the
charge base is generated






































It is also practical to convert the CP-odd eta-nucleon interaction from the charge base



































The explicit values of the CP-odd eta-nucleon couplings in the SM are
g
(0)
NN = 1:8 10 17; (2.95)
g
(1)
NN = 1:6 10 17: (2.96)
In previous works, the CP-odd one- exchange nuclear force was often dened as [42{














  +    z+  )  rY(r)

; (2.97)
where we have used the same notation as eq. (2.85). The mass parameter of the Yukawa
function Y(r) has to be replaced by the  mass m = 550 MeV.




   gNN g(0)NN =  4:1 10 17; (2.98)
G(1
0)
   gNN g(1)NN =  3:6 10 17: (2.99)
Here we use the phenomenological eta-nucleon coupling constant gNN = 2:24 [178],




















(3F  D)  3:0 (see appendix C for derivation). Here we also note the sign
change due to dierence of conventions [5, 43].
We now derive the K meson exchange contribution to the P, CP-odd nuclear force (see
gure 7). To calculate it, we need the values of the coupling constants of the P, CP-even
meson-baryon interactions. In this work, we take the on-shell approximation of the leading
terms of the chiral lagrangian:
B5B
0@M   i(mB +mB0) B5B0M: (2.100)
The meson-baryon vertices relevant in the calculation of the K meson exchange process















    0i5n K0
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(D + 3F )  13:6 and gKN = mN+mp2f (F   D)   6:0, with
D = 0:81 and F = 0:44 (see appendix C). Here we have neglected the isospin splitting.
We now construct the CP-odd K meson exchange nuclear force by considering the




pppi5p  pp+ pnpi5p  nn+ npni5n  pp+ nnni5n  nn
+(chni5p  pn+ h:c:)
i
; (2.102)
where q is the momentum exchanged between two nucleons. Note that the hermitian
conjugate is only taken for the term with ch. The CP-odd N  N couplings are given by
pp =
2 Re(ap+ g K0pp) gKN
mN  m





2 Re(ap+ g K0nn) gKN
mN  m






2 Re(an0 g K0pp) gKN
mN  m +
2 Re(an g K0pp) gKN
mN  m (2.105)















2 Re(an0 g K0nn) gKN
mN  m +
2 Re(an g K0nn) gKN
mN  m (2.106)
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2   1  2)   rYK(r)

; (2.108)
where the notation is similar as that used in eq. (2.85). The kaon mass is mK = 495 MeV.
Again, the CP-odd kaon exchange couplings can be converted from the charge base to
the isospin base and vice versa. If we dene the transformation from the charge base to


























the matrix AK will be given by
AK =
0BBBBB@
1 1 1 1 2
1  1 1  1  2
1  1  1 1  2
1 1  1  1 2
0 2 0 0  2
1CCCCCA : (2.110)
We can then convert the CP-odd couplings of eqs. (2.103), (2.104), (2.105), (2.107),
and (2.107) in the isospin base. The explicit values of the coupling constants are
G
(00)
K = 5:4 10 16; (2.111)
G
(0)
K = 9:9 10 18; (2.112)
G
(1)
K =  1:3 10 16; (2.113)
G
(10)
K =  4:0 10 17; (2.114)
G
(2)
K =  4:1 10 21: (2.115)





K are larger than the others. This is because they
receive contribution from the isoscalar nucleon scalar density [see eq. (2.43)], which is larger
than other scalar baryon matrix elements. The isotensor coupling G
(2)
K is suppressed since
the hyperon-nucleon transition and the jSj = 1 meson-baryon interaction we have used

















2.3 Electric dipole moments of the deuteron, 3H and 3He nuclei from the
CP-odd nuclear force
Now that we have the CP-odd nuclear force, we can now evaluate the nuclear EDM. The






h ~A j (1 +  zi )Riz j ~A i; (2.116)
where j ~A i is the polarized nuclear wave function, and  zi is the isospin Pauli matrix. Riz
is the z-component of the coordinate of the nucleon in the center of mass frame of the
nucleus. The nuclear wave function must be a mixing of opposite parity states to yield a
nonzero nuclear EDM.
Of course we should be aware that the nuclear EDM also receives contributions from








h ~A j (dp + dn)iz + (dp   dn) zi iz j ~A i; (2.117)
where iz is the spin operator, dp and dn the EDM of the proton and neutron, respectively.
The nucleon EDM contribution from the SM [33, 34] may be comparable to that generated
by the CP-odd nuclear force (2.116), but here we are interested in the latter, since the
eect of the single nucleon EDM is not enhanced by the nuclear eect, as the nucleus is
not a relativistic system [3, 4, 42, 179{181]. Rather, the nuclear spin matrix element cannot
become larger than one for most of the stable nuclei, due to the strong pairing correlation.
It has also recently been pointed that Schi's screening, although being incomplete, may
occur in nuclear systems [182]. The relative size between the nucleon EDM contribution
and the polarization due to the CP-odd nuclear force will be discussed in the analysis.
As we have seen, the jSj = 1 hadron level interactions of the SM generate pion-,
eta- and kaon-exchange CP-odd nuclear forces. Owing to their small couplings, the meson-
























where the linear coecients a
(i)
 (i = 0; 1; 2), a
(j)
 (j = 00; 10) and a
(k)
K (k = 0
0; 0; 1; 10; 2)
depend only on the nuclear structure. The linear coecients for the pion and eta exchange
CP-odd nuclear forces are known from previous studies, and are shown in table 1.
The kaon-exchange CP-odd nuclear force has however not been studied in the ab initio
approach so far. Here we propose to calculate the nuclear EDM of the deuteron, 3H and
3He nuclei in the presence of the kaon exchange CP-odd nuclear force (2.108). As the
ab initio method, we use the Gaussian expansion method [85]. The Gaussian expansion
method was successfully applied to the calculations of the EDM of the deuteron, the 3H,




























2H   1:45     0:157
3He 0:59 1.08 1.68  5:77 10 2 0.106
3H  0:59 1.08  1:70 5:80 10 2 0.106
6Li   2.8     0.16
9Be   1:7      
Table 1. The EDM coecients of the pion and eta exchange CP-odd nuclear forces [42]. The
linear coecients of the CP-odd N  N coupling aX (X = ; ) are expressed in unit of 10 2e fm.
The sign   denotes that the result vanishes in our setup.
The principle of the Gaussian expansion method is to solve the nonrelativistic
Schrodinger equation
(H   E) 	JM;TTz = 0; (2.119)
by diagonalizing the hamiltonian H expressed in the gaussian basis. The hamiltonian in










with the kinetic energy operator T , the Argonne v18 nuclear force [183] VAv18;ab, and
the CP-odd kaon exchange nuclear force HKP=T= ;ab [see eq. (2.108)], where explicit indices
indicating the labels of the constituent nucleons a and b were written. In this calculation,
we do not include the eect of three-body forces [184{187].
For the deuteron, only one coordinate is needed. We express the wave function of the





with Nnl the normalization constant, and the gaussian range parameters in the geometric
progression
rn = r1a
n 1 (n = 1  nmax) : (2.122)
After diagonalizing the hamiltonian (2.120) expressed in the gaussian basis, we take the
ground state wave function and take the expectation value of the dipole operator as
eq. (2.116) to obtain the deuteron EDM. In our setup, the binding energies of the deuteron
2.22 MeV was correctly reproduced. By factorizing the CP-odd nuclear coupling G
(i)
K 's, we
obtain the coecients displayed in table 2.
For the three-nucleon systems, we need two coordinates to express the wave function.
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Figure 9. The Jacobi coordinate for the 3-nucleon systems.








































Here the operator A denotes the antisymmetrization of the whole system, and the ar-
guments inside the large bracket are entangled so as to fulll the antisymmetry in the
interchange of each nucleon. The spin function is given by  and the isospin function by .
The radial components of the wave function in the Gaussian expansion method for the





 NLM (R) = R
L e (R=RN )
2
YLM (bR) ; (2.124)
where the gaussian range parameters obey the following geometric progression:
rn = r1a
n 1 (n = 1  nmax) ;
RN = R1A
N 1 (N= 1 Nmax): (2.125)
The results of our work have well converged for the angular momentum space l; L;  2.
In our setup of the realistic nuclear force, we have found 6.93 MeV and 7.63 MeV for the
binding energies of the 3He and 3He nuclei, respectively. Again by factorizing the CP-odd
nuclear coupling G
(i)
K 's, we obtain the coecients in table 2.
By comparing table 1 and table 2, we see that the coecients of the kaon exchange CP-
odd nuclear force are smaller than those of the pion exchange. This result is quite natural











 of table 1, which
is convincing since the kaon and the  meson have close masses. Before the coecients of
table 2 were available, the kaon exchange CP-odd potential was approximated as a contact
interaction [67], with the factor 1
m2K
instead of the Yukawa function. If we also assume the




























2H     0.202 0:202  
3He  7:42 10 2 8:72 10 2 0:173 0.135 0:249
3H 7:45 10 2  8:81 10 2 0:175 0.135  0:254
Table 2. The EDM coecients for K meson exchange process. The linear coecients aK are
expressed in unit of 10 2e fm. The sign   denotes that the result vanishes in our setup.









 12 (i = 0; 1; 2). On







values of tables 1 and 2). We see that the kaon exchange contribution evaluated in the
Gaussian expansion method is larger than that given by the simple contact interaction
estimate. This shows that the kaon exchange process has enough long range contribution
so that it cannot be described by the short range contact interaction approximation. This
dierence is not negligible if both pion and kaon exchange contributions are considered
simultaneously, and shows the importance of the ab initio evaluation.
We should add a comment on the coecients of 6Li and 9Be EDMs which have not
been evaluated for the kaon exchange nuclear force. In ref. [42], the EDMs of those nuclei
were evaluated in the cluster model which uses the folding of the CP-odd nuclear force
with the nuclear density of the  cluster. There it was pointed that the result for the
CP-odd N  N interaction with the exchange of mesons heavier than the pion may be an
overestimation, due to the averaging of the short range contribution by the folding. This
is the reason why we have not calculated the kaon exchange coecients for 6Li and 9Be.
3 Results and analysis












= 1:0 10 31e cm; (3.3)
which are the sum of the pion exchange contribution
d2H = 2:6 10 31e cm; (3.4)
d3He = 2:9 10 31e cm; (3.5)
d3H = 1:0 10 31e cm; (3.6)
the eta exchange contribution
d2H =  5:7 10 33e cm; (3.7)
d3He =  1:5 10 33e cm; (3.8)

















and the K meson exchange contribution
dK2H =  3:5 10 32e cm; (3.10)
dK3He =  6:8 10 32e cm; (3.11)
dK3H = 1:0 10 32e cm: (3.12)
We see that the pion exchange contribution is the leading one. The kaon exchange eect is
also sizable, and acts destructively for the deuteron and 3He EDMs. The  meson exchange
contribution was found to be subleading. Let us try to understand the order of magnitude
of our result. As we have seen in the introduction, the naive estimate of the EDM of light
nuclei using dimensional analysis gives dA  O(s4G2FJ3QCD)  10 32e cm, which is one
order of magnitude below our values. The enhancement has occurred in the renormalization
group evolution of the Wilson coecient of the penguin operator Q6. The renormalization
group evolution of the jSj = 1 operator from the electroweak scale to the hadronic scale
enhances the Wilson coecient of Q6 by a factor of 40 [compare eqs. (2.8) and (2.23)],
which is much larger than the growth of the strong coupling constant s(=1 GeV)s(=mw)  5. Our
result shows that including the eect of renormalization group evolution is indispensable
in the analysis of hadronic EDM.
Let us now compare the eects of exchanged mesons. In this work, we have found
that the pion exchange contribution is dominant. The eta meson exchange contribution is
smaller than the pion exchange by about one order of magnitude, although they have CP-
odd nuclear couplings of similar size [compare eqs. (2.98) and (2.99) with (2.86), (2.87),
and (2.88)]. This can be explained by the small linear coecients relating the CP-odd
nuclear couplings to the nuclear EDM (see table 1). The kaon exchange contribution,
however, although not being leading, is competitive. The kaon exchange CP-odd nuclear
force has smaller linear coecients than the pion exchange process, by roughly a factor of






which receive contribution from the isoscalar nucleon scalar density hN juu + ddjNi  10
[see eq. (2.43)]. The other couplings, including those for pion and eta exchanges, issue from
other scalar densities which are between one and two. Although this sensitive dependence
on the scalar density is due to the factorization model, our result shows that the kaon
exchange CP-odd nuclear force must be carefully analyzed in each hadronic system.
We also show the value of the EDM of heavier light nuclei by only assuming the pion
exchange contribution. The EDM of the 6Li and 9Be nuclei can be estimated as
d6Li = 5:0 10 31e cm; (3.13)
d9Be = 3:1 10 31e cm: (3.14)
We have used the result of ref. [42] (see table 1), where the EDM of those nuclei was evalu-
ated in the cluster model [188{190]. There it was pointed that the 6Li has a large sensitivity
on the isovector CP-odd nuclear force, due to its cluster structure. This enhancement also
enlarges the SM contribution, as we can see from the result. As we have mentioned in
the previous section, the EDM due to the kaon exchange CP-odd nuclear force cannot be

















range interaction. The study of the kaon exchange contribution to 6Li and 9Be is left for
the ab initio analysis. The EDM of light nuclei generated in the SM shows values around
10 31e cm. These are beyond the prospective experimental sensitivity [O(10 29)e cm] of
the planned measurement using storage rings [39, 40], but not far from it. As the many-
body eect may enhance the nuclear EDM for heavier nuclei, it is important to carefully
inspect the SM contribution in nuclear systems.
The enhancement of the CP violation due to the many-body eect may also be rele-
vant in nuclear reactions as well as nuclear decays [191]. It has been suggested in ref. [192]
that the scattering of polarized neutron through polarized nuclear target may enhance
the eect of CP-odd nuclear force by a factor of 106, and the experimental realization
of its measurement has extensively been studied [193{200]. Recently, the measurement
of T-violating neutron scattering using the spallation neutron source is being prepared
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory Laboratory and at J-PARC. Quantitative theoreti-
cal studies of the CP violating neutron scattering o nuclear target have also begun,
starting from the simplest neutron-deuteron system [201{203]. Here the SM contribu-
tion will also be an important systematics which have to be controlled. When the nu-
clear level formulae of CP violating observables for heavy nuclear targets will be available,
the SM eect will be given by combining them with the CP-odd nuclear couplings of
eqs. (2.86), (2.87), (2.88), (2.98), (2.99), (2.111), (2.112), (2.113), (2.114), and (2.115).
As another quantities of interest, we have the SM contribution to the EDM of 129Xe,
199Hg, 211Rn, and 225Ra atoms generated through the nuclear Schi moment. The EDM
of a nucleus inside neutral atoms is completely screened if it is nonrelativistic and point-
like [41]. The nuclear nite volume eect can however polarize the atomic system through













where hr2chi is the mean squared charge radius of the nucleus A. Here the linear coecients
a
S(i)
 (i = 0; 1; 2) depend only on the nuclear structure, and their values are shown in table 3
for 129Xe, and in table 4 for 199Hg, 211Rn, and 225Ra atoms. The atomic EDM receives the




where the KSA is a coecient derived from the atomic physics (see table 5). We neglect the
intrinsic nucleon EDM contribution for the same reason as that for the EDM of light nuclei.
Again by only assuming the pion exchange contribution, the atomic EDMs in the SM
are given by
dSXe = 2:2 10 36e cm; (3.17)
























Dmitriev [204] 0.008 0.006 0.009
Shell model [205] 5:07 10 4 3:99 10 4 1:89 10 3
Shell model [207] 2:74 10 3 7:9 10 4 2:00 10 3
Table 3. Linear coecients of the dependence of the Schi moment of 129Xe on CP-odd nuclear
couplings calculated in the mean eld approach [204] and in the shell model [205{207]. The constants
are in unit of e fm3. Note that the sign convention of ref. [204] is dierent from that of refs. [205{207].
In this work we use the latest result of ref. [207]
dSRn = 2:0 10 34e cm; (3.19)
dSRa =  7:4 10 32e cm: (3.20)
The atomic EDM generated by the nuclear Schi moment is small in the SM, well below
the current experimental sensitivity [23, 27, 30]. We should note that the atomic EDM
receives other contributions from the SM such as the EDM of the electron or the atomic
polarization due to the P, CP-odd electron-nucleon interaction. However, as their source
of CP violation is not hadronic, we do not consider them in this work.
Now we have to investigate the theoretical uncertainties of this work. In our calculation
the main sources of uncertainties are:
 The electroweak contribution to the renormalization of the jSj = 1 four-quark
interactions.
 The renormalization of the jSj = 1 four-quark interactions near the hadronic scale.
 The CP-odd m BB0 hadron matrix elements hmBjHeff jB0i.
 The momentum dependence of the CP-odd m BB0 vertex.
 Weak hyperon-nucleon transition.
 Uncertainty due to the nuclear force.
 Systematics due to other nucleon level contributions (single nucleon EDM, CP-odd
meson exchange current, etc).
 The nuclear structure involving hyperons in the intermediate state.
The rst important theoretical uncertainty is that due to the renormalization. In
this work, we have not considered the renormalization group evolution of the electroweak
sector of the jSj = 1 four-quark interaction [77, 81], but its eect is smaller than that
of the strong interaction by more than one order. The most important uncertainties in
the renormalization group evolution are the uncertainty in the choice of the hadronic scale
























SkM (HFB) [211] 0.041  0.027 0.069
SLy4 (HFB) [212] 0.013  0.006 0.024
SLy4 (HF) [212] 0.013  0.006 0.022
SV (HF) [213] 0.009  0.0001 0.016
SIII (HF) [213] 0.012 0.005 0.016








SkM [211] 0.042  0.028 0.078
SLy4 [212] 0.042  0.018 0.071
SIII [213] 0.034  0.0004 0.064








SkM [211]   4.7 21.5  11.0
SLy4 [212]   3.0 16.9  8.8
SIII [213]   1.0 7.0  3.9
SkO' [214]   1.5 6.0  4.0
Table 4. Linear coecients aS(i) of the dependence of the nuclear Schi moment on CP-odd nuclear
couplings in unit of e fm3 for the 199Hg, 211Rn [208, 209], and 225Ra [208, 210] atoms. The labels HB
and HFB denote that the calculations were made in the Hartree-Fock and Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov
approximations, respectively. The last line of each table denotes the values we use in this work.
KSa (cm/fm
3)
129Xe [215{217] 3:8 10 18
199Hg [215, 218{220]  2:6 10 17
211Rn [215, 221] 3:3 10 17
225Ra [215, 217, 219, 222]  8:8 10 17
Table 5. The linear coecients for 129Xe, 199Hg, 211Rn, and 225Ra atoms relating the nuclear

















scale, we have calculated the EDM of light nuclei for  = 2 GeV and  = 0:6 GeV. For












= 1:2 10 31e cm; (3.23)












= 3:8 10 32e cm: (3.26)
We see that the change of the scale from  = 1 GeV to 2 GeV does not alter the order of
the EDMs, whereas the result is smaller by about a factor of two than eqs. (3.1), (3.2),
and (3.3) for  = 0:6 GeV. Of course the nal observables must not in principle depend on
the choice of this scale. In our work, we are however calculating hadron matrix elements
in the factorization model where the low energy factorization scale dependence cannot be
controled. Moreover, near this energy scale, the nonperturbative eect to the renormal-
ization should become important. The behavior of the Wilson coecients at low energy
scale can be accessed with lattice QCD, where nonperturbative renormalization is possi-
ble. This calculation should be associated with the calculation of the jSj = 1 hadron
matrix elements.
The second important class of theoretical uncertainty is that due to the evaluation of
the hadron matrix elements and hadron level eective interactions. In this work, the calcu-
lation of the jSj = 1 eective interaction at the hadron level was done in the factorization
model, for which the systematic error is unknown, certainly exceeding 100%. To calculate
them quantitatively, the evaluation using lattice QCD is absolutely required. There are
currently no lattice QCD results available, but the calculations of the CP violating K ! 
process which involves the same jSj = 1 four-quark interactions at the elementary level
are currently extensively done [223{228]. We can therefore expect similar techniques to be
applied in the eective hadron level processes required for the study of the nuclear EDM in
the SM. The rst target is the P-odd hadron matrix elements hmBjHP=e jB0i, which proba-
bly yields the most important amount of theoretical uncertainty in this work. These matrix
elements require the evaluation of 4-point functions in lattice QCD, as for the K ! 
process. The second target is the hyperon-nucleon interaction. In our work, its evaluation
has been done using the quark model. Although the t of the parameters successfully
reproduce the hyperon decay [92], here again the lattice QCD simulation may provide a
more accurate matrix element [229].
We should also note that to control the systematics, we have to include the eect of
excited strange baryons in the intermediate state. The lowest excited state (with the same
total angular momentum) of  is (1405), and that for  is (1660). (1405) is an opposite

















it. This procedure will however require the jSj = 1 CP-odd meson-baryon vertex to be
parity conserving, and consequently be a vector meson exchange process, in the one-meson
exchange factorization model. The vector meson exchange CP-odd nuclear force contributes
two orders of magnitude less than the pion exchange one, so it is subdominant. (1660) has
the same parity as the nucleon (1=2+), so it contributes in the same way as the octet baryons
relevant in our work. Although requiring an excitation of m(1660)  mN ' 700 MeV, the
simple kinematical suppression compared with the octet hyperon due to the mass shift is
larger than 1/3, so its eect may potentially be important.
In this work, the CP-odd nuclear force was treated as a combination of the jSj = 1
meson-nucleon interactions, the CP-even jSj = 0 chiral meson-baryon interactions, and
the hyperon-nucleon transition. This CP-odd nuclear force is reducible to the jSj = 1
NN ! Y N (Y is a hyperon) interaction and the hyperon-nucleon transition. The
NN ! Y N interactions were discussed in the context of the decay of hypernuclei [230{233].
If NN ! Y N interactions are simulated in lattice QCD, all informations of intermediate
states such as the momentum dependence of the jSj = 1 and jSj = 0 meson-baryon
interactions, o-shell eects, and contributions beyond one-meson exchange can be consid-
ered all at once. Recently, it has become possible to extract the nuclear potentials from
rst principle in lattice QCD [234, 235]. If this technique is applicable to the NN ! Y N
potentials, we will experience much progress in the calculation of the nuclear CP violation
in the SM.
The third class of theoretical uncertainty is that related to the inputs of the nuclear
level calculation. The rst point is the quality of the CP-even realistic nuclear force. In
our work, we have used the Argonne v18 potential as a realistic nuclear force. From the
result of previous works [44, 49, 51, 53, 54], the nuclear EDM agrees well for the deuteron,
3He, and 3H, at least within the level of 10%. The uncertainty due to the three-body
force [184{187] is also within the same level [49, 51, 53, 54].
For the uncertainty related to the CP-odd nuclear level input, we have the intrinsic
nucleon EDM contribution to the nuclear EDM. As we have seen in the previous section, the
nucleon EDM contribution to the nuclear EDM is at most one, since there are no multiple
valence nucleons in the open shell [42]. Moreover, nuclear systems are nonrelativistic, so
we cannot expect any relativistic enhancement of the nucleon EDM eect. Recently there
have been two evaluations of the nucleon EDM. The rst one discusses the long-distance
contribution to the nucleon EDM in the chiral approach [33]. The predicted value is
1 10 32e cm < fjdnj; jdpjg < 6 10 32e cm; (3.27)
which is smaller than the CP-odd nuclear force contributions to the nuclear EDMs calcu-
lated in this work (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). The second work has estimated the short distance
contribution generated through loop-less eect [34]. The result is
dn  1:4 10 31e cm; (3.28)
with typical parameters. This value is comparable to our results (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). It

















with three quark bilinears like u(1 5)s s(1 5)d  d(1 5)u. In the vacuum
saturation approximation, only the isoscalar scalar density is enhanced. Here we have
however no contribution from it, so there is no reason for the nucleon matrix elements to
be enhanced. Rather, we can expect signicant suppression from the gluon dressing eect
for operators involving the axial and tensor currents [236{238]. Moreover, these operators
involve strange quarks. It is currently known that the nucleon matrix elements of strange
quark charges are suppressed from lattice QCD analyses [133{135, 138, 139, 141, 150{
156, 239{242]. The estimated value (3.28) should be considered as an upper limit.
There is also another CP-odd input we have not considered, which is the contribution
from the CP-odd meson exchange current. In previous works, those have been estimated
to be about 10% of the total contribution [44, 49]. The exchange current contribution to
the magnetic moment is known to be large for some nuclei [243{246], so the inspection of
the exchange current is necessary in the evaluation of the EDM of each nucleus.
The nal systematics is the nuclear level long distance eect. In our work, we do
not have considered the dynamical eect of the hyperons appearing through jSj = 1
processes. In the real case, a jSj = 1 process and its conjugate do not occur almost
successively, since the NN ! Y N interaction and the hyperon-nucleon transition are very
rare processes. This means that the o-shell hyperon will suciently interact with other
pieces of the nucleus, once created. This eect is a dynamical long range eect that was
not included in our work. The evaluation of this contribution requires the calculation
of every hypernuclei which may couple to the nucleus in question through the jSj = 1
interactions. We have no idea of how important the correction is, as the EDM strongly
depends on the structure of the ground and opposite parity excited states. To obtain
the true value of the SM contribution to the nuclear EDM, the mixing of the nucleus in
question with hypernuclei through the jSj = 1 process has to be evaluated. This will be
the subject of the future work.
4 Summary
In this paper, we have calculated the SM eect to the nuclear EDM of the deuteron, 3H
and 3He in the factorization model by considering the long distance eect of the jSj = 1
processes as the leading contribution. At the nuclear level, we have calculated the contri-
bution of the light pseudoscalar meson (,  and K) exchange CP-odd nuclear force. In
particular, the eect of the kaon exchange to the nuclear EDM was evaluated for the rst
time, using the ab initio Gaussian expansion method. As a result, we have obtained values
which lie around O(10 31)e cm, which is not far from the reach of the prospective sensitiv-
ity of the next generation experiment using storage rings [O(10 29)e cm]. The predicted
value is larger than the naive estimation dA  O(10 32)e cm, due to the enhancement of
the Wilson coecient of the jSj = 1 four-quark operator Q6 in the renormalization group
evolution from  = mW to the hadronic scale  = 1 GeV.
We have also shown that the pion exchange CP-odd nuclear force gives the largest
contribution to the nuclear EDM. In the factorization approach, the kaon exchange con-

















the nucleon. Moreover, the relative size between the kaon exchange contribution to the
EDMs of the deuteron, 3He, and 3H against that of the pion exchange, calculated in the
Gaussian expansion method, shows linear coecients larger than the contact interaction
estimates. This result indicates that the kaon exchange contribution is still important in
the evaluation of the nuclear EDM. The  meson exchange was found to have smaller eect
on the nuclear EDM than the pion exchange by about one order of magnitude, due to the
absence of enhancement mechanism.
We also have estimated for the rst time the nuclear EDM of heavier light nuclei, 6Li
and 9Be, and the nuclear Schi moment contribution to the EDM of 129Xe,
199Hg, 211Rn,
and 225Ra atoms in the SM, by only considering the pion exchange CP-odd nuclear force.
For 6Li and 9Be, the EDM is larger than those of the deuteron, 3He, and 3H, due to the
cluster structure. For the atomic EDMs, we have found values which are well below the
current experimental sensitivity.
We have also investigated the theoretical uncertainty in this calculation. The largest
error comes mainly from the evaluation of the CP-odd hadron matrix elements. We expect
the lattice QCD simulation to determine them in the future, although this is a dicult
challenge. Moreover, the systematics due to the mixing of the nucleus with hypernuclei
through jSj = 1 is so far completely unknown. The improvement of the theoretical
accuracy is an important future subject in the study of the nuclear EDM in the SM.
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A Renormalization group equation of the Wilson coecients of the
jSj = 1 four-quark interactions
In the next-to-leading logarithmic order, the running matrix of the Wilson coecients























(1;2) is the evolution matrix of the Wilson coecients of jSj = 1 four-quark






























where 12  s(2)s(1) . The matrix V^ is the regular transformation matrix which diagonalizes




V^  1^(0)TNf V^ = diag(E1; E2; E3; E4; E5; E6); (A.3)
where Ei's are the eigenvalues of ^
(0)
Nf
. The exponents are ai =
Ei
20
(i = 1  6). The leading
logarithmic order anomalous dimension matrix of the Wilson coecients of jSj = 1 four-






 2 6 0 0 0 0
6  2  29 23  29 23
0 0  229 223  49 43
0 0 6  29Nf  2 + 23Nf  29Nf 23Nf
0 0 0 0 2  6
0 0  29Nf 23Nf  29Nf  16 + 23Nf
1CCCCCCCA
: (A.4)
The matrix J^ yields the next-to-leading order correction to the evolution of the Wilson
coecients, and is also dened by using the diagonalizing matrix V^ :
J^ = V^ S^V^  1; (A.5)





20 + Ei   Ej ; (A.6)
with ^(1) the next-to-leading order anomalous dimension matrix of the evolution of the
Wilson coecients of the jSj = 1 operators. We must note that ^(1) is renormalization










3Nf  212   29Nf  202243 135481  1192243 90481
0 0  5911486 + 719 Nf 5983162 + 13Nf  2384243   719 Nf 180881   13Nf
0 0 37918 +
56
243Nf  916 + 80881 Nf 1309   502243Nf  143 + 64681 Nf
0 0  619 Nf  113 Nf 713 + 619 Nf  99 + 113 Nf
0 0  682243Nf 10681 Nf  2252 + 1676243 Nf  13436 + 134881 Nf
1CCCCCCA :
(A.7)












3  7 0 0 0 0
 7 73 227  29 227  29
0 0 6727  679 427  49
0 0  7 + 527Nf 73   59Nf 527Nf  59Nf
0 0 0 0  13 1
0 0 527Nf  59Nf  3 + 527Nf 353   59Nf
1CCCCCCCA
; (A.9)






















0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1  3 1  3
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1  3 1  3
1CCCCCCCA
: (A.10)
B PCAC reductions of pseudoscalar matrix elements
The pseudoscalar meson matrix elements can be calculated using the partially conserved
axial current formula. The needed ones are given as












h0jqq + ssj0i; (B.3)




h0jqq + ssj0i; (B.4)










where q represents the light quark. From the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation, we have
the light quark chiral condensate h0jqqj0i =   m2f2mu+md . That of the strange quark is given
by h0jssj0i  h0jqqj0i.
C The chiral lagrangian























(D   F )Tr[ B5B(@y   @y)] ; (C.1)




































K  K0  2 p
6
1CCA ; (C.3)















  0  2 0p
6
1CCA : (C.4)











Terms without nucleon eld operators were omitted since they do not contribute to the CP-
odd nuclear force in the one-meson exchange model. By considering the on-shell contribu-
tion of the baryon as leading, eq. (C.1) can be approximated by using the equation of motion
B5B



































(D + 3F )  13:6 and gKN =  mN+mp2f (D   F )   6:0, with
D = 0:81 and F = 0:44. Here we have assumed the isospin symmetry. Note that the sign
is dierent for terms involving kaons. In this chiral approach, the pion-nucleon and eta-
nucleon couplings are given by gNN =
mN
f
(D+F )  12:6 and gNN = mNp3f (3F D)  3:0,
respectively, but we use phenomenological data [177, 178] as input in this work.
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